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ABSTRACT

Coherent population trapping (CPT) in atomic vapors using all-optical interrogation has enabled the miniaturization of microwave atomic
clocks. Light shifts induced by the CPT driving fields can impact the spectral profile of CPT resonances and are a common limit to the long-
term stability of CPT clocks. Nonlinear light shifts have been observed in several CPT systems and have not been explored in detail. In this
Letter, we demonstrate that nonlinear light shifts in CPT clocks can arise from spatially inhomogeneous CPT driving fields. We measure this
effect using Gaussian laser beams in a buffer gas cell and show strong agreement with a four-level model describing the CPT K-system with a
noninteracting “trap” state. We estimate the effect of this nonlinearity on recently developed light shift mitigation techniques and suggest
improvements to existing techniques.

Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0087391

The development of atomic clocks has led to numerous advances
in science and technology: global navigation satellite systems, high-
speed telecommunications, secure-data transfer, relativistic geodesy,
verification of fundamental physical theories, and more.1–9 Microwave
atomic clocks using a vapor cell have been developed for applications
where small size, low-power consumption, simplicity, and reliability of
the design are important. In particular, atomic clocks based on coher-
ent population trapping (CPT)10–14 have great potential as all-optical
interrogation allows for miniaturization in the absence of a microwave
resonator15–17 and overall simplification of the clock architecture.

A major limitation to the stability of CPT atomic clocks is the light
(ac Stark) shift that arises from the interaction of atoms with the driving
laser fields. Light shifts are present in both continuous-wave18–23 (CW)
and pulsed20,23–29 schemes. Multiple methods for suppressing the effect
of light-field-parameter fluctuations on the stabilized clock frequency
have been developed for CW18,19,30–33 and pulsed34–41 CPT interroga-
tion. Recent CW power-modulation (PM) schemes mitigate light shifts
using measurements at two alternating interrogation laser powers42 and
have demonstrated a fivefold improvement in the long-term stability.43

However, these PM schemes42,43 are most effective for light shifts that
scale linearly with the laser power. Nonlinear light shifts18,23,43–47 lead to
residual frequency instability in CW CPT systems, but the origins of
these nonlinear shifts have not been explored in detail.

Previous studies using spatially inhomogeneous interrogating
fields have demonstrated modified three-level resonance shapes.48–53

CPT resonances measured in buffer gas cells, which limit the effective
interaction volume of Rb atoms with the driving fields, display
“sharply peaked” lineshapes with sub-Lorentzian widths when interro-
gated with Gaussian-profile fields.50,52 Intermittent interaction with
CW CPT fields arising from diffusive motion in buffer gas cells gener-
ates similarly peaked resonances.54–56 The interrogating beam profile
is known to impact the observed lineshapes in double-resonance
microwave atomic clocks and leads to nonlinear light shifts when the
transitions are inhomogeneously broadened.48

In this Letter, we demonstrate that nonlinear light shifts can arise
in CPT clocks using spatially inhomogeneous driving fields. Our work
centers on Rb atoms in a buffer gas cell interrogated using Gaussian-
profiled laser beams. Collisions with the buffer gas atoms limit the
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effective interaction volume of Rb atoms with the driving fields, with
this volume determined by the atom’s mean free path within a CPT
coherence time. We explore the limit in which atoms are effectively
immobile, or “stuck” in the buffer gas, and form spatially varying equi-
librium resonances set by the local properties of the driving fields.48,52

In this limit, spatially varying resonance contrast, broadening, and
light shifts lead to a nonlinear shift of the CPT resonances measured
using the global transmission of the interrogating beam through the
buffer gas cell [Fig. 1(a)]. We measure the spectral properties of CPT
resonances using Gaussian-profiled beams and compare the results to
measurements made using approximately single-intensity, flattop
beams. Measurements are described using a four-level model, includ-
ing the CPT K-system with a noninteracting trap state.13,57

The CPT K-system is formed using the 5S1=2; F¼ 1,2$ 5P1/2,
F0 ¼ 2 (D1) transitions in 87Rb, shown schematically in Fig. 1(b). Light
is generated using a distributed Bragg reflector laser and phase modu-
lated near the Rb ground state hyperfine transition frequency xhfs

(�6:834GHz) using a fiber-coupled electro-optic modulator. The car-
rier and þ1 sideband address the CPT-K system with approximately
equal powers (modulation index �1:4). The light is circularly polar-
ized and shaped to form a collimated Gaussian beam with a �2:4mm
1=e2 radius before it passes through the buffer gas cell.

Measurements are made using a cylindrical cell filled with 87Rb
and a �6:5 kPa buffer gas mixture of Ar and N2 gas (�6:1 ratio). The
cell has a nominal 1 cm radius and 2.8 cm length and is temperature
stabilized near 303K such that �10% of the interrogating field is
absorbed on the Doppler-broadened Rb one-photon resonances. A
�3:6 lT spin quantization magnetic field is applied along the laser
propagation axis. The cell is considered optically thin, and intensity
variation within the cell is dominated by the transverse Gaussian pro-
file of the CPT light. At this buffer gas pressure, the ground state relax-
ation rate from buffer gas collisions is estimated to be �2p� 50Hz
and is the dominant contribution to the total ground state relaxation
rate C in our system.17,58

The stuck-in-the-buffer-gas condition we explore is satisfied
when the coherence limited, 1D-diffusion length is less than the size of
the beam. We define this diffusion length ‘D ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2D=C

p
, where the

diffusion constant D � 2:3 cm2 s–1 for the buffer mixture and pressure

in our cell results in ‘D � 1:1mm. This satisfies the stuck-in-the-
buffer-gas condition for our beam geometry [Fig. 1(a)]. The buffer gas
pressure in CPT vapor cell clocks is often optimized to balance relaxa-
tion rates from wall and buffer gas collisions, setting the scale of the
highest-order relevant diffusion mode at approximately the size of the
cell.17 This implies that the stuck-in-the-buffer-gas condition is at least
partially satisfied in many CPT clocks.

To model the atomic medium, we consider a four-level system
[Fig. 1(b)] interacting with a bichromatic electric field EðtÞ
¼ E1e�ix1t þ E2e�ix2t þ c:c:. This model corresponds, for example, to
the K-system formed when addressing the two ground hyperfine,
mF¼ 0 states of Rb using the D1 line. We include a trap state (e.g., an
extreme Zeeman sublevel of the ground state) where significant popu-
lation can accumulate due to optical pumping.57 The trap state popu-
lation no longer interacts with the driving fields and does not
contribute to the CPT resonance. The CPT resonance occurs near zero
two-photon detuning dR ¼ x1 � x2 � xhfs, where xhfs corresponds
to the transition frequency between the hyperfine ground states of the
K-system, including buffer gas shifts. Under this condition, atomic
population is optically pumped into a coherent superposition of the
ground states, and absorption in the cell is reduced.

The temporal dynamics of the quantum system can be described
using the formalism of the atomic density matrix q̂ðtÞ. The optical
power absorbed through an optically thin cell is proportional to the
excited-state population q33 as absorption arises due to spontaneous
decay of the excited state. The steady-state solution for q33 (see the
supplementary material for details) is a symmetrical Lorentzian reso-
nance. Near zero one-photon detuning and with equal driving field
amplitudes, the resonance absorption contrast is

cAðdRÞ ¼ K
W

1þ qW
c2d

c2d þ ðdR � dLSÞ2
; (1)

where K is a numerical factor describing the magnitude of the
response, W ¼ ðX2

1 þ X2
2Þ=Ccopt characterizes the strength of the

interrogating field, q ¼ 1þ ctrap=csp represents the openness of the K-
system, dLS is the light shift, and

FIG. 1. Schematic of CPT resonances in the stuck-in-the-buffer-gas limit. (a) Rb atoms in a buffer gas cell are interrogated using a Gaussian laser beam. For typical buffer gas
pressures, the distance atoms diffuse in a coherence time (‘D) is smaller than the spatial structure of the interrogating beam. In this limit, atoms form equilibrium resonances
with their local environment (colored lines), leading to variation in resonance contrast, broadening, and lights shifts across the cell. Integrated CPT resonance (black line) mea-
sured using a photodiode (PD) is a sum of the spatially inhomogeneous resonances in the cell. (b) The CPT resonances formed between states j1i and j2i are well described
by a four-level model, including the CPT K-system with a noninteracting trap state. Here, x1 and x2 label the interrogating fields; c-terms represent relaxation from j3i; C rep-
resents the total decoherence rate of the CPT state involving j1i and j2i; d-terms represent frequency detunings.
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cd ¼ Cð1þWÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ qW
1þ qW þ ðq� 1ÞW2

s
(2)

is the half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the resonance. We
define the parameters X1 ¼ d31E1=�h and X2 ¼ d32E2=�h as the Rabi
frequencies for transitions j1i $ j3i and j2i $ j3i, respectively (d31
and d32 are the matrix elements of the operator of electrical dipole
moment); copt is the decay rate of optical coherence; ctrap is the rate of
spontaneous population transfer from a state j3i to trap state j4i;
csp ¼ c1 þ c2 þ ctrap is the total spontaneous decay rate of the excited
state j3i, where c1 and c2 are the rates of spontaneous population
transfer from a state j3i to states j1i and j2i, respectively, and are
assumed to be equal; and C is the ground-state relaxation rate in the
absence of the light.

We demonstrate the utility of the four-level model through com-
parison to CPT resonances measured at single-field intensities. This
“single-intensity” configuration is achieved by measuring only the cen-
tral portion of the Gaussian beam using an aperture placed in the
beam after it passes through the buffer gas cell. The aperture is cen-
tered on the CPT beam with an approximate 1mm diameter, and the
average intensity in the apodized beam is Iavg � 94% of the Gaussian
peak intensity Ipeak. The transmitted optical power is measured using a
photodiode. CPT spectra [Fig. 2(a)] are acquired in this configuration
for varying Ipeak with absorption contrast values observed up to
�12%. The spectra have an approximately Lorentzian profile with
deviations from this profile observed at less than 1% in the peak
absorption contrast magnitude (see the supplementary material). We
attribute these relatively small deviations from a Lorentzian spectrum
to diffusion-induced Ramsey narrowing arising from the repeated,
intermittent interaction with the beam.54–56

Broadening and contrast of the single-intensity CPT resonance are
numerically extracted from the spectral profiles and plotted in Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d). The observed trends are consistent with Eqs. (1) and (2);
using this model andW ¼ aIpeak, we find that C ¼ 2p� ð506 5Þ Hz,

a ¼ 0:86 0:2m2/W, q ¼ 1:056 0:04, and K ¼ 0:1596 0:002. Here,
error bars are one standard deviation intervals for fitted values. The
value for C agrees with expected numerical values set by the collisional
broadening.17,58 Evidence of the trap state is demonstrated in the non-
linear broadening of the CPT resonance in Fig. 2(c) compared to the lin-
ear broadening typical to closed-K systems [Eq. (2) with q ¼ 1].

To demonstrate the impact of the Gaussian-intensity profile on
the CPT resonance, spectra were acquired using the full interrogating
beam (no aperture) as shown in Fig. 2(b). In the stuck-in-the-buffer-
gas limit, the composite resonances formed by integrating over the
cylindrically symmetric spatial profile of the CPT fields are a sum of
Lorentzian resonances with widths, shifts, and amplitudes determined
by the local intensity52 [Fig. 1(b)] as

hq33idR ¼ 2p
ð1
0
r BðrÞ þ AðrÞc2dðrÞ

dR � dLSðrÞ½ �2 þ c2dðrÞ

 !
dr: (3)

Here, B(r) and A(r) are the local magnitudes of the one-photon and
two-photon absorption (see the supplementary material), respec-
tively, and the angled brackets indicate spatial averaging. The
HWHM and cA are again numerically extracted from the spectra
and plotted in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The shape of the measured
“Gaussian-averaged” resonances remains largely Lorentzian with a
subtle asymmetry due to the light shift. Analytical expressions for
the CPT resonance integrated over a Gaussian profile can be found
for a closed K-system (q¼ 1) with59 and without52 the light shift
term. We numerically integrate Eq. (3) in this work to account for
the light shift and q-dependent effects.

The width and absorption contrast of the Gaussian-averaged
data can be closely reproduced with no free parameters using Eq. (3)
and the single-intensity values for C, a, q, and K as shown in Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d). In this comparison, deviation from the model is observed at
the 10% level, likely arising from diffusive effects, including Ramsey
narrowing.54–56

FIG. 2. Broadening and contrast of CPT spectra. Measured single-intensity (a) and Gaussian-averaged (b) CPT spectra are plotted for approximate peak intensities of 0.6, 0.8,
1.3, 2, and 3W/m2 (increasing from light to dark). The signal-to-noise ratio is lower for the single-intensity data due to the lower optical powers detected. Lorentzian fitting to
measured spectra is used to extract the HWHM (c), and peak absorption contrast (d) as Ipeak is varied in both the single intensity (open purple squares) and Gaussian-
averaged (filled black circles) configurations. The single-intensity data in (c) and (d) are fitted to Eqs. (1) and (2) [dashed purple lines in (c) and (d)] to extract a, C, and q in
the four-level model. Comparison of the Gaussian-averaged data is made to Eq. (3) [solid black lines in (c) and (d)] using the extracted single-intensity values with no free
parameters. The HWHM expected for a closed system [Eq. (2), q ¼ 1] is plotted [(c), dotted purple line] for comparison. Error bars in (c) and (d) are one standard deviation
confidence intervals, and some error bars are smaller than the points.
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While evidence of the light shift is present in the spectral data,
determination of the shift values at varying Ipeak is achieved with
greater accuracy by stabilizing the oscillator driving the CPT resonance
using the atomic response. Here, locking of the resonator is achieved
using square-wave frequency modulation to form an error signal

SerrðdRÞ / hq33idRþdJ=2 � hq33idR�dJ=2; (4)

where dJ is the magnitude of the frequency modulation. Data are
acquired in both the single-intensity and the Gaussian-averaged con-
figurations (Fig. 3) using a frequency jump dJ ¼ 200Hz. We stabilize
the oscillator using Serr and define the frequency shift derr relative to
xhfs, which includes a collisional shift of 2p� ð�1303:16 0:2ÞHz.
The single-intensity light shift data are plotted in Fig. 3 and demon-
strate a linear shift of the error signal derr ¼ nIpeak that arises from the
light shift induced by the various frequency components of the phase-
modulated light interacting with the energy-level structure of Rb
[including levels and fields not pictured in Fig. 1(b)].18,22,29 Best fit
parameters for n ¼ 2p� ð3:46 0:1ÞHz/(W/m2).

Light-shift values in the Gaussian-averaged configuration (Fig. 3)
show sub-linear growth as Ipeak is varied. Comparison to the predicted
shifts from Eqs. (3) and (4) is made using values for C, a, q, and n
extracted from the single-intensity data. Strong agreement with the

model is observed with no free parameters, which is consistent with
the stuck-in-the-buffer-gas model of local shifts contributing to a
composite, asymmetrical resonance. The discrepancy between
Gaussian-averaged shifts and theory at low intensity could arise from
diffusion-induced effects or less strongly satisfying the stuck-in-the-
buffer-gas assumption. Frequency offsets arising from thermal buffer
gas shifts limit systematic comparison of the data sets in Fig. 3 to
60.3Hz (68% confidence interval).

The nonlinear light shift observed in the Gaussian-averaged con-
figuration arises from a power-dependent asymmetry of the CPT reso-
nance due to the spatial variation of the driving field. Other sources of
asymmetry exist in CPT clocks, including inhomogeneous magnetic
fields, temperature gradients, and effects from one-photon detuning
and imbalanced CPT fields.60,61 We measure magnetic field variation
in the probed volume to be less than �0.4lT using a magnetically
sensitive CPT resonance, placing an upper bound on �0.2Hz for the
variation in Zeeman shift of the clock state. In our experiment, the
powers in the CPT fields are set to be equal and the detuning from
one-photon resonance is �0:5copt. These effects are not expected to
lead to significant nonlinearity of the single-intensity light shifts and
none was observed (Fig. 3). Occupation of the trap state also impacts
the Gaussian-averaged light shift due to spatial variation in the single-
intensity absorption contrast and HWHM [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. The
expected difference in derr between q¼ 1.05 and q¼ 1 calculated using
Eq. (4) and the single-intensity values for C, a, and n is � 0:1Hz at
Ipeak ¼ 8W/m2. This trap state induced shift is significantly smaller
than the observed non-linearity in the Gaussian-averaged data.

Nonlinear light shifts limit the effectiveness of recent PM techni-
ques used to extrapolate the measured error signals to a light-shift-free
value. For the nonlinear shift observed in the Gaussian-averaged data
(Fig. 3), we calculate the frequency shift that would be measured using
the linear PM scheme42,43 and measurements made at Ipeak and
Ipeak=2. Under these assumptions, the sensitivity to light shifts (slope
of the shift vs Ipeak; details in the supplementary material) is reduced
by a factor of �6 at Ipeak ¼ 2W/m2, similar to the improvement
observed in Ref. 43.

Improvements to light-shift suppression techniques, including
PM schemes,42,43 are likely needed to achieve greater suppression of
light shifts in CPT clocks. Aside from attempts to linearize the shift
using homogeneous driving fields, methods can be adapted to include
nonlinear terms, which better reproduce known dependence on the
light shift.43 Additionally, modeling using Eqs. (3) and (4) shows that
the nonlinearity of the shift depends on the strength of the trap state q
and the magnitude of the frequency-jump modulation dJ. The nonlin-
earity of the shift can be reduced with increased dJ by interrogating the
power-broadened wings of the CPT resonance that are primarily set
by atoms near the center of the Gaussian profile. Operating with a
larger dJ will likely restore the effectiveness of PM schemes at the cost
of reduced short-term stability. Alternatively, spatially resolving the
variation of the light shift across the CPT beams in the stuck-in-the-
buffer-gas limit may enable light-shift-free frequency extrapolation
without the use of time-varying laser power modulation.

In this work, we have explored light shifts in CPT clocks where
atoms are effectively immobile in the buffer gas and form equilibrium
resonances controlled by their local environment. We have measured
the spectral properties in this limit for both single-intensity interroga-
tion and signals acquired averaging over a Gaussian intensity profile.

FIG. 3. Light shifts of the CPT resonance in the single-intensity (open purple
squares) and Gaussian-averaged (filled black circles) configurations. (top) The
single-intensity data demonstrate linear shifts (dashed purple line) while the
Gaussian-averaged data demonstrate nonlinear shifts consistent with the numeri-
cally calculated values using the measured single-intensity parameters and no free
parameters (solid black line). (bottom) Residuals are shown for the theoretical com-
parisons. Error bars are the overlapping Allan deviation at 1 s; some error bars are
smaller than the points. The gray band indicates the systematic uncertainty
between the Gaussian-averaged and single-intensity datasets due to thermal drift.
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The data have been well described using a four-level model including
the CPT K-system and a noninteracting trap state. We have repro-
duced the Gaussian-averaged behavior using this model with only
measured, single-intensity parameters, and no free parameters. Light
shifts have been measured in both experimental configurations, and
spatially inhomogeneous driving fields are shown to cause nonlinear
light shifts with optical power. These nonlinear light shifts limit the
effectiveness of some common light-shift suppression schemes,42,43

and improved methods to mitigate these shifts will improve the metro-
logical characteristics of quantum devices utilizing CPT, such as accu-
racy and long-term stability.17

See the supplementary material for details on the four-level den-
sity matrix equations, Lorentzian fits to CPT resonances [Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b)], and calculations of PM light shift suppression scheme
limitations.
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